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Panthers win in
ugly game
Football team wins 26-19 in a heavily-penalized
game Saturday night.
Page 12

Feltt returns
to work.today
+Doctors say it ;nay
take four to six weeks to
get back to nonnal
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

CAITLIN BULL1S/ASSOC1ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Dean Hughes, a volunteer for the Special Olympics, helps Nick Rush of Hillsboro aim his Nurf bow and arrow
at a target, Saturday morning in one of the many game tents set up at the Special Olympics.

Special Olympics ·a success
By Jessica Personette
STAFF WRITER

More than 2,000 Special
Olympians and volunteers including 600 Eastern students gathered on the grounds of Lake
Land College in Mattoon Saturday
for the 19th annual Special
Olympics Family Festival.
The event, sponsored by
Illinois Consolidated Telephone
Company, is a day of games, activities and fun for Special
Olympians from all over the area.
Olympians participate in noncompetitive games and activities
including karaoke, skee ball,
beach volleyball, golf, bean bag
toss, a mechanical bull ride and a
hay rack ride. Fake tattoos and
face painting were other activities available for Olympians and
volunteers.
Eastern played an important
role in the festival. Interim
President Lou Hencken attended
the opening ceremonies, which
included a parade featuring
Eastern's baseball team.
Also, Eastern students made up
a large base of volunteers running the games and activities and
serving as a companion, or
"Friend-For-A-Day," for the
Olympians. Some 600 students
volunteered this year, said event
chairperson and ICTC employee
SamJurka.
Dar'Keith Lofton, a senior journalism major, had never volunteered for SOFF before, but
signed on as a Friend-For-A-Day
this year. He said he read about
the event and thought it would be
a good way to help.
Kelly Newman, a senior speech
communication major, had such a
good time at the last SOFF that
she returned this time.
"l did this last year," she said "I

Tuday, Bill Feltt will start teaching his second first day of class.
Feltt, an English instructor, was
only able to meet two of his three
English 1001 classes before he
was attacked by six to eight males
on Aug. 27 and hospitalized for
over two weeks.
"My doctor released me with the
understanding that I am supposed
to take it easy," he said.
As he returns to become reacquainted with the students, the
class schedules and the agendas he
was forced to abandon so abruptly,
Feltt said it feels much like his first
day of class. He feels nervous, but
anxious to start over again.
Feltt's doctors told him it may
be four to six weeks before his
body will feel back to normal. The
physical ailments he experienced
after suffering from a skull fracture and brain hemorrhage,
including headaches, dizziness
and nausea, have subdued.
However, they are still evident.
He still feels unsteady and suffers
from frequent headaches, wbich
his doctor says is normal and may
continue.
After being bedridden for most
of his absence, Feltt lost a lot of
muscle. He is weak, and the most
difficult challenge for him will be
building up his strength.
However, for Feltt, teaching
allows him to turn more mental
corners than physical.
"There's no point in sitting
around worrying about my problems and the problems generated

by all this," he said.
During bis first weeks, Feltt
plans to cut down on office hours
and spend time talking with students about his attack and recovery.
"I don't think you can get over
something like this without talking about it.
"I'm excited, but I'm a little
upset," he said. "I want to
approach it openly and (1) hope
that helps them understand what
happened."
The instructors that have taken
over Feltt's classes have been helping him ease back into work.
Dana Ringuette, chair of the
English department, said the substituting teachers have la.id a good
foundation, and kept Feltt
informed about the his students'
progress.
"The other teachers have
offered to continue to help as I
work back into it, so I don't feel
alone in this,'' he said. "They have
bent over backwards to help me
ease into it."
Even though Feltt is looking to
move on from the attack, he worries about medical bills.
"That is one thing that is weighing on my mind," he said.
Dental work to fix Feltt's many
broken and missing teeth began on
Friday. He has had one of two
needed root canals.
Feltt's insurance plan through
Eastern covers approximately 80
percent of his medical bills, but as
bills add up, Feltt said even his
share will be hard to pay.
A benefit fund has been established by an anonymous family
friend at First Mid-Illinois Bank
and 'lhlst to assist with Feltt's
medical bills.
SEE FELTT • Page 7

Administration ready
for meeting with IBHE
By Jamie~
NEWS EDITOR

CAITLIN BULLIS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

April Osterman gets her face painted by one of the many volunteers at
the Special Olympics, held all day Saturday at Lake Land College in
Mattoon.

had fun, so I came back."
Katie White, a special education major, had never volunteered
before but was having fun with
her Friend-For-A-Day, Joyce
Tindle.
"I just thought it (volunteering)
would be helpful," White said.
While Tindle was looking forward to seeing Elvis imperson-

ator Scott Wattles, Olympian
Marnie Koltmann was hitting the
sports activities such as basketball, football, T-ball and bowling
with her Friend-For-A-Day, Dani
Walk, a special education major.
This year was Walk's first year at
SOFF, as well.
SEE OLYMPICS
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Eastern administrators will field
questions from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education today about the
university's requests for a 13.6 percent increase in its fiscal year 2004
operating budget.
Administrators began formulating their budget requests about this
time last year, said Jill Nilsen, vice
president for external relations.
First, interim President Lou
Hencken announced his goal for
the FY04 budget year, which begins
July 1, 2003. Vice presidents, deans
and department heads followed
with focus statements, objectives
and initiatives, respectively, Nilsen
said.
"We're always working about
two years ahead on the budget,"
Nilsen said.
The Council on University
Planning and Budget approved
those requests in the spring semester and the Board of Trustees finalized them at its June meeting. The
IBHE received Eastern's requests
in June, Nilsen said.
The 13.6 percent increase over
Eastern's current budget does not

include capital development projects. Nilsen could not list what
projects Eastern would request
money for in FY04, but confirmed
that continued funding for the
Doudna Fine Arts Center renovation was among them.
This meeting will give Eastern
the opportunity to explain its budgetary needs, Nilsen said. However,
following a year of cuts to the fiscal
year 2002 and 2003 budgets and
facing an unimproved state budget,
Eastern can't realistically expect
full funding of its request.
"Last year, the whole budget was
significantly impacted by the economy, and the preliminary figures
corning out of Springfield show, at
least at this point, there is not a
tremendous difference," Nilsen
said, adding that a 13.6 percent
budget increase is "probably not
going to happen."
It is not, however, an unusually
high request, she said.
Hencken,
the
President's
Council, former budget director
Kim Furumo and representatives
from
the
Accounting and
Academic Affairs offices will meet
SEE MEETING
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Politica- groups
team to register
student··voters
,

By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

'

The Illinois budget crisis, cou-'
pied with upcoming November
elections, have sparked campus
political groups that have been
dormant for years to resurface.
The College Democrats and
the Green Party have regrouped
to get students more involved
and aware about the political
world, register more voters and
let politicians know students are
interested in the policies they
support.
Both groups are in the beginning stages of running campaigns aimed at organizing students to register to vote and
pushing political candidates.
On Sept. 26, the College
Democrats and the Political
Science Association will host a
Get Out and Vote Campaign
with members ·of the Student
Government. They hope to register 2,000 students to vote and
raise awareness to get registered voters to the polls.
Members of the Student
Government will continue the
campaign on Sept. 27 and 30,
said Carly Schmitt, a sophomore
political science major and
president of the College
Democrats.
The College Democrats reorganized in the beginning of this
year in response to Illinois
budget crises, Schmitt said.
''We just started again,"
Schmitt said. ''We are trying to
grow little by little, and we are
building every day."
She said higher education
funding was cut dowq at the
state level be·cause elected legislators know students do not
vote. If more students were registered, legislators would put
more consideration into how
their policies affect them.
Though the group is drumming up support for John
Hayden, the democratic candidate for state representative,
Schmitt said the College

Democrats want to concentrate
.. on getting students involved.
''We are stressing that in
order for our funding to continue to increase we have to get
students out to vote," she said.
"If we could get every student
to vote, (students) would control
the whole distnct."
The College Democrats will
also participate in several
parades throughout the county,
go d')()r-to-door in Charleston to
register voters and hit the residence halls.
Deputies for the group will be
available in residence hall lobbies during the week. The
deputies can not only register
voters, but also transfer their
registration to Coles County.
Anyone interested in changing
their registration from home to
Coles County needs to bring two
forms of identification to the
registration booth.
"If they see that we vote then
they will have an impact on the
terms and policies," said Marty
Ruhaak, student vice president
for public affmrs. "They will see
it is th ir best interest to give us
more • 1oney if we were voting."
Th Green Party has also
regenerated and refocused to
encoura1?C students to vote. The
Green> c~tablished a group in
fall 2000 to help elect Ralph
Nader to 1lte presidency, said
Jeremy Pelzer, junior social science maJor and president of the
Green Party. The group disbanded after the election, but
students began to regain interest in the party as a more progressive alternative in spring
2002.
The Greens plan to distribute
motor reRistration cards, forms
that people can fill out and send
in to self-register. They also
he,. e to join the Student
Government in voter registration campaigns.
··we are encouraging everyone to \'Ote regardless of who
they chose to vote for," Pelzer
said.
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Diane Hoacley, the new dea'I of Lunpkin college of business and applied sciences, spoke to the crowd at the
TecMology Centennial dimer Friday night in the University Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Technology forums continue
+ The effect,s of
t,eclmology will be
discussed at ne-.rt seminar
By ca1t11n Prendergast
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

The School of Technology's
Centennial Celebration continues at 7 p.m. tonight with a session on "The Face and the
Inside of our Planet Earth" in
the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
University Union.
Alan Baharlou, chair of the
geology and geography depart·
ments, will present the first
part of the session. He will
speak about the effects of technology on geography and the
misuse of technology.
"Technology is a double-

edged sword," Baharlou said.
"We used Einstein's inventions
to make weapons of mass
destruction. Is this the fault of
technology or those who held
technology?"
Baharlou will present examples and pictures from atomic
holocausts such as Hiroshima
and Nagasaki to explore the
topic.
For the second part of the
session, Craig Eckert, professor of sociology and anthropology, will speak about how societies are affected by technology.
His presentation will focus on
bow dependent we are on technology and how technology
shapes lives, for better or for
worse, a press release stated.
This symposium is one of
many being held throughout the

"Technology is a double-edged sword. We
used Einstein's inventions to make weapons
of mass destruction. Is
this the fa ult of technology or those who
held technology?"
- Alan Baharlou

fall and spring semesters to celebrate
the
School
of
Technology's lOOth anniversary. A different symposium
will be held about every two to
three weeks.

American Marketing Association
looking for help cleaning up campus
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EOITOR

Family weekend attracts more
visitors to Eastern than any
other weekend of the school year,
and the American Marketing
Association wants to ensure the
campus is clean for the arriving
guests.
Individuals and Recognized
Student Organizations can register to join "A Time to Shine,'' a
campus clean-up effort sponsored by the AMA, said Sid
Dudley, a marketing professor.

"A Time to Shine" will be take
place Thursday at 4:30 p.m.
Participants will meet in the
Library Quad.
"A Time to Shine" allows students to get involved, show support and take pride in the image
of the campus.
The clean-up has been a tradition at Eastern for the past five
years, and always happens on the
Thursday
before
Family
Weekend. Last year, 20 organizations and 300 people participated
in t he clean-up and organizers
hope this year will prove just as

successful.
The campus will be split up
into sections, and students will
be provided with bags, gloves
and other necessary supplies.
Organizers expect the clean-up
to take two hours.
"It's a wonderful service project to help the campus look especially good when we have so
many visitors," Dudley said.
Tu register as an individual or
as an organization, call Dudley at
581-6903 or Lisa Sherrick, vice
president of the AMA, at
581-6714 by Tuesday.
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'Evil Dead' star tells
B movie trade secrets
By Don Ford
STAFF WRITER

Over 500 of "Evil Dead" actor
Bruce Campbell's admirers, fans
and interested listeners turned out
to hear him speak Friday night in
theGrandBallroomoftheMartin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Campbell started the lecture on
a humorous note with jabs at local
events, state facts, city laws and
university statements, and promoted his book "If Chins Could Tulle
Confessions of a B-Movie Actor."
Campbell also spoke out about
the "great depression" in the visual
entertainment industry, where
style and flare has replaced substance, depriving the American
public of culture.
Campbell has acted on such television series as "Ellen," "Hercules:
The Legendary Journeys," and
"The X-Files." He has also acted in
"Spiderman," "The Hudsucker
ProX>\" "The Majestic" and the trilogy of "Evil Dead" movies.
He joked about the five steps
actors go through in a Hollywood

career. "One, 'Who is Bruce
Campbell?' 1\vo, 'Get me Bruce
Campbell!' Three, 'Get me a Bruce
Campbell-type.' Four, 'Get me a
young Bruce Campbell.' Five,
'Who is Bruce Campbell?"'
He encouraged everyone to
demand more from their news and
entertainment sources and challenge the formula Hollywood uses
for success.
The self-proclaimed B-movie
star often tours college campuses
across the country giving lectures
and meeting fans, said Melissa
Burke-Huston, University Board
lectures coordinator, previously.
He also hosted a question-andanswer session for the audience
after the lecture.
"I'm glad he talked about serious
issues that affect everyone," said
Amanda Beard, a senior English
major.
Campbell, who is touring Illinois
to promote his book, is set to visit
Decatur and Springfield this weekend, as well as visiting Maryville
University in St. Louis on Tuesday.

CAITLIN BULLIS/ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Bruce Campbell, famous for acting in the "Evil Dead" series, spoke at the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. He spoke about what it is like to be a B movie actor.

RHA budget hits snags Body shop starts with $50
to
as fund-raising drops off
• South Sider moves detailing business
By Matthew Stevens

• Slow care kit sales
drive doum funding
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Residence Hall
Association's fluctuating
budget has made approval a
tougher task this year.
The current RHA budget
is about $10,600 compared to
$12,000 last year.
Nachel Glynn, RHA's vice
president of finance, said
the RHA budget comes from
fund-raising and student
mailers. The student mailers
are sent to all students' parents asking them to send
selected care packages a
few times a year to their
children on campus.
She said the RHA receives
a percentage of money
received from the packages.
"We (RHA) have been
declining a lot lately because
not a lot of people are buying
the care kits as much,"
Glynn said. "But we decided
that money is for spending,
not for saving."
Tu make up the difference
from last year, the RHA left
$1,000 less in a reserve fund
which can be allocated for
committees and events or
deposited in a blank fund,
which will also receive
- - - - - -

STAFF WRITER

money ta.ken out of committees and not directly given to
others, Glynn said.
The RHA stopped short of
approving this year's budget
last week.
The budget, which was
tabled for discussion this
week, was unable to be
approved because too much
money was budgeted to the
seven main committees or
services that the RHA
funds, said RHA vice president Stina Heidmann.
"There was some committee chairs that thought that
either they were going to
have a little more money or
they should have a little
more money," she said.
Heidmann said Glynn
allocated more money to a
majority of committees and
services than they received
in last year's budget.
"Basically what we looked
at was what they (committees) spent last year," she
said. "In most cases she
(Glynn) upped their budget
for this year. Some people
were commenting it didn't
need to be that high."
The mam committees and
events funded by the RHA
are the Student Public
Relations
Committee,
Helping Hands, Campus
Perk, Fun Stuff Committee,

- - - - - - - - -

-

-

Special Events Committee,
Kids'
Weekend
and
Homecoming Committee.
Glynn said the Campus
Perk, the Homecoming and
Special Events Committee
were allocated fewer funds.
Campus Perk provides
students with beverages and
snacks at Thomas Hall basement every Thursday night
and Kids' Weekend is a university weekend set aside
for students to invite siblings and others to campus.
Heidmann said committees and events needing further funding throughout the
year will ask the RHA if the
money can be taken from
the blank fund.
Heidmann said if the
budget is approved, the
Student Public Relations
Committee will be allocated
$150 per semester, the most
of any RHA-funded committee or event.
"The Public Relations
Committee just does a lot for
getting RHA's name out
there," she said.
"I don't foresee any problem with it (the budget)
being passed," Heidmann
said.
The
RHA
meets
Thursdays at 5 p.m. This
week's meeting is in
Stevenson Hall.

Lincoln Avenue's three-month-old
Kingdom Car Care was started by Bill
Schuck with $S0 in his pocket and ·a idea in
his head. The Chicago native has finally
flourished as a business survivor in
Charleston by using his automotive skills.
Schuck used to work at a detail shop in
the South Side of Chicago and was having.a
difficult time paying the bills.
"I was working for other people and
decided that it was time that I took a
chance on myself," Schuck said.
Schuck decided to start his own automobile detailing service against the advice of
many.

"Lots of people said that it wouldn't work
and they are still saying that (Kingdom Car
Care) is going to go under," Schuck said.
Since all he had was $50, Schuck asked
friends Rob and Debbie Zapka for a small
loan. The couple was more than happy to
take a chance on Schuck.
"They recognized the fact that I'm the
kind of person that's willing to put in 1~
hour days," Schuck said.
The Chicago native used his girlfriend's
computer to print out flyers and went to
every doctor's and lawyer's office to post
them around Charleston.
"I realized very quickly that there's so
much opportunity in Charleston and a
hard-working person like myself can make
it in this town," Schuck said.
With that hard-working attitude, business became very profitable after only two
weeks. Now, Schuck is moving his business
to a better location on north Sixth Street
that was formerly a body shop.
"My place is going to be picture-perfect

Charleston

by this week," Schuck said.
Schuck has a family history with automobiles. As a child, he actually ran a small
detailing service station out of his parents'
garage.
"My father owned a towing company
that Btill exists today, and we couldn't
afford day care so I was riding around in
the tow truck,'"Schuck saici
Schuck has always believed that the
town of Charleston has needed a car detailing professional like himself.
"There's a lot of dirty cars in Charleston
and people simply don't have time to clean
them up,'' Schuck said.
The way Schuck solves that problem is
by picking up the customer's car, detailing
it and getting it back to them in about three
hours.
"If I provide a quality service, everyone
will want it and come back, no matter how
big the business is,u Schuck said.
Most of the customers are still amazed
by the fact that his big business idea
worked in a town like Charleston and failed
in more-populated Chicago, he said.
"The big city chewed me up and spit me
out,'' Schuck said. "That's OK though,
because I have simply fell in love with the
city of Charleston."
This business underdog pledges to continue to surprise people with his hardworking mentality.
"I'm a survivor and I'm going to continue to prove people wrong," Schuck said.
The difference is that now with his new
location, Schuck will be able to advertise in
a more professional level.
"If you have a will, there's a way and I'm
determined to get my service out to the
people that will appreciate it," Schuck said.
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EDITORIAL

Let your.

voices be

heard
President George Bush's administration has
been moving aggressively at the United Nations
and in Congress to win support for a possible military strike against Iraq. Administration officials
say the president is committed to asking Congress
to authoriz.e military force against Iraq before its
pre-election recess in early October.
As citizens of thi$ nation, we have the privilege
to have our voices and oplllions heard. As action is
being taken quickly and decisions could be made
in the near future, now is the
time for us to act also.
At Issue
Don't sit back and just watch The possibility
the events unfold. Wnte, e-mail of invading
Iraq
or call your elected officials,
and let them know whether ~
Dur stance
you support or are against ~
Students need
to let their
war movement.
At the federal level, you can elected federal
and state
contact Sen. Dick Durbin, Dofficials know
Ill., Sen. Peter Fitzgerald, R-Ill what they think
or Rep. David Phelps, D-Ill,
of the
situation.
19th district
Durbin oan be r eached by
phone at his Washington office at (202) 224-2152
or at his Chicago omce at (312) 353-4952 or by email at dick@durbin.~nllte.gov.
Fitzgerald can be reached by phone at his
Washington office at'(202) 224-2854 or in Chicago
at (312) 886--3506. His e-ftlail address is
senator_fitzgerald@fitzgerald.senate.gov.
Phelps can be reached in Washington at (202)
225-5201 or in Eldorado at (618) 273-8203. Hisemail address is unlisted.
Students who are registered to vote in
Charleston should contact the city's local state
officials with their views.
Rep. Dale Righter, R-lll., 106th district, can be
~ched in Mattoon by phone at 235-6033 or at
105 N. 10th St. His office number in Springfield is
782-6674. Righter's e-mail address is
drigbter@worthlink.net.
Sen. J udith Meyers, R-lll., 53rd district, can be
reached in Danville by phone at 443-1997 or at
809 Oak St. Her office number in Springfield is
782-8899. Anyone can send her e-mail at
jamyers@soltec.net.
Students who are registered in their home
towns should write to or call their local officials.
Complete addresses for federal representatives
and senators as well as contact information for
other state representatives and senators for the
rest of the districts in Illinois can be found at
www.congress.org.
Last week, the planning for a possible war intensified, and it appears Bush is pushing action within
the next week or two. Be informed, take a stance
and let your elected officials know what you think.

The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

Shauna ~ustafson

Editor in chief
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily

EastemNews
Gustafson also is

a senior
journalism
major.

On Sept. 13 a woman in north·
ern Indiana was videotaped beat''This event brings to
ing her 4-ycar-0ld daughter in the
parking lot of a Kohl's store. The
light again a very
videotape, which was televised
nationally, was recorded by a
serious issue that few
store surveillance camera.
Madelyne Toogood, 25, said she
communities do
lost her temper because she was
anything to solve or
having a bad day.
If you did not view this video on
prevent."
the news this weekend, count
yourself among the lucky. I was
appalled at what I saw. This
John, or with extended family. The
couple's two sons have been
woman was not spanking her
allowed to stay at home.
child, she was not reprimanding
her child. She was beating her litThis event brings to light again
a very serious issue that few com·
tle girl, slapping her in a way no
human, or animal for that matter,
munities do anything to solve or
ever deserves to be hit.
prevent.
Child abuse is an atrocity. There
On the tape, Tuogood appears to
be punching her little girl,
is no excuse, no reason for abus·
Martha. Toogood told the press
ing a child. Every year thousands
she had hit Martha in the head
of children suffer at the hands of
and back, and pulled her hair, but
people who are supposed to be
protecting, loving and caring for
that she did not punch her.
Thanks so much for the clarifithem. Many of those children die.
We need to be placing stricter
cation.
laws against abuse of children. We
Toogood said she was having a
bad day, that she had been honified need to enforce those laws on pe<r
by what she saw when she watched ple who are found guilty of having
the videotape. At the same time,
neglected or abused a child. And
most of all, we need to sit up and
she has exp~ dismay that her
daughter was placed in foster ca.re
pay attention to what is going on
instead of with Toogood's husband . around us.

--------

This event in Indiana is a perfect example of someone standing
up against abuse. Chidlren are
essentially helpless, especially
when they are small. It is our
responsability as citizens to report
crime like child abuse when we
see it happening.
But that responsability doesn't
stop with child abuse. In general,
we need to be more aware, more
proactive in keeping our communities safe. We need to report any
kind of abuse, be it domestic, emotional or physical. We should
report strange goings on in our
neighborhoods, work places and
schools.
A perfect example of taking on
this kind of responsability is the
lack of information surrounding
the attack of English instructor Bill
Feltt There must be someone on
this campus with information that
could lead to the arrest of those
responsible. If not to the arrest, at
least to more information for the
police to investigate. It is our dUty
as members of the Eastern com·
munity to take a stand, show that
we will not tolerate violence in our
community, on our campus.
If we can't hold ourselves
responsible for the safety of our
community, who can we look to?

YOUR TURN: LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Input needed from all on school policies
In his address at the recent
faculty luncheon, interim
President Lou Hencken
called for collegiality among
all members of the university
community, invoking the
community of scholars which
has been the model of universities since the middle ages.
However, Hencken faiJed to
mention an important aspect
of this historic tradition.
The community of scholars
which constituted the faculty
of a medieval institution of
higher learning was responsible for its governance. Those
in positions of leadership
were chosen by the faculty
out of respect for their
accomplishments and wisdom. All faculty members,
and sometimes students, par·
ticipated fully in shaping the
university's policies.
Although administrative
structures have grown larger
and more complex since
those early days, many of
today's universities maintain
a similar philosophy of governance. Unfortunately,
Eastern is not one of them.
Too often, decisions here are

made from the top down,
with little justification provided and scant attention
given to the suggestions and
criticisms of the faculty and
others.
The resulting lack of
accountability has led to
administrative "stagflation":
growing incompetence in
spite of bloated numbers.
There is now more than one
administrator for every three
faculty members, yet for the
first week or more of classes
there were no working computers in the computer science lab, nor ventilation in
the temporary art building.
Furthermore, the accomplishments of senior administrators, which often lie pri·
marily in management rather
than academics, do not
always prepare them to
make the best decisions
about education. These
administrators themselves
answer to trustees appointed
by the governor, some of
whom have a political commitment to market dogma
which obstructs their commitment to education as a

social institution serving the
public good. As a result, the
primary goals of teaching,
learning, creating and serv·
ing, goals cherished and
guarded by the faculty, are
often subordinated to less
worthy goals.
What is needed to establish
sound governance and assure
that Eastern is the best uni·
versity it can be is not more
"consultation" but genuine
authority for the faculty, as
well as for other employees
and students, in their areas of
expertise. For the faculty,
these areas include the selection of department chairs and
other academic administrators, the determination of
academic policies, including
admission and graduation
requirements, curriculum
and methods of instruction
and the organization of academic programs. In addition,

all those vested with the
authority to make decisions
should be fully accountable to
the university community
and the public. Finally, it
should also be emphasized
that nonacademic functions,
such as recordkeeping, business, and maintenance, exist
only to serve the university's
academic mission.
Genuine collegiality cannot
exist unless the legitimate
authority of every member of
the college is recognized. A
facade of collegiality, in
which the administration
touts cooperation but governs
without the full participation
of the university community,
would amount to nothing
more than acquiescence to
the abuse of power.
Charles I. Delman
Associate Professor of
Mathematics

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Dally Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
eddl9M1ng local, state, netionel end International lssuee. They should be less than 250
word8 end include the euthons' name. telephone number and address. Studen18 should
indicete their year 1n schoo4 end m&I°' Faculty. administration and st.all should indicete
lll8ir pQSilion end department Letttn whose authonl cennot be venfied wUI not be
printed. Oapending on speoe oonstraints. we may edit letters, so keep It conclse
Lettars can be sent to The DeJ1y &stem News al 1811 Buzzard Hall. Cllar1eston IL
61920, faxed to 217-581·2923; or mailed to SIQustafsonOetu.edu
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Lucky Boys Confusion come back for foo~ball opener
+ University Board Main Stage act returned
Saturdayto help tailgate before Panther football win
By Jackie Haskins
STAFF WRITER

Over 500 students flocked
behind O'Brien Stadium Saturday
evening to rock out to to the
unique sounds of band Lucky
Boys Confusion.
The boys, from Naperville and
Downers Grove, consist of lead
singer Kaustubh "stubhy" Pandaz,
guitarist Joe Sell, guitarist Adam

DAN LEE / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Bass player Jason Schultejann of
Lucky Boys Confusion jams out
during their set at the pre-game
tailgate party before the Panthers
took on Indiana State Saturday.

Krier, bassist Jason Schultejann
and drummer Ryan Fergus.
At 4:30 p.m. the band kicked off
for their second time on campus,
playing tunes from both of their
albums, "Growing Out Of It" and
"Throwing the Game" and even
played their newly-developed
song "Commitment" for the first
time in front of a crowd.
A row of students lined the
front of the stage, open to all students, while security officials
checked IDs for entry into a
fenced-off area where older students could enjoy a beer and relax
on the grass.
"You can't pass up a free show
to see Lucky Boys," said Ryan
Papeck, a sophomore accounting
major.
To the left of the stage, selling
LBC merchandise, was the band's
purple-haired "Merch dude" and
long-time friend, Johnny Nyvo
who described the band as "a
cheerful mix of punk with heavy
influences of rap and reggae."
Helping out with the selling of
merchandise was Cheryl Forst, a
sophomore psychology major,
who described the band's style as
having "a little bit of everything in
it."
With musical influences such as
The Clash and Sublime, the eclectic-style band doesn't "like to stick
to one thing," Krier said.
"It took us a while to find our
style," Krier said, explaining that
their music is not focused on love
songs, and that a lot of it is "reflective of suburban life."
He explained that the name
Lucky Boys Confusion reflects
the challenges going on "behind
the scenes" of what seems like a
happy-go-lucky childhood.

Kaustubh Pandaz, lead singer of Lucky Boys Confusion, belts out during a song Saturday afternoon behind
O'Brien Stadium.
The emotions caused by these by January 2000 they were selling said with a smile, "and in 10
challenges, such "parental expec- out places such as the House of years, hopefully we'll all have
houses... we'll be sippin' martitations" and "parents that are Blues and the Metro.
The following August, Lucky nis."
never around," are expressed
To kids out there with dreams
through their lyrics as well as the Boys Confusion signed with major
record label Elektra after alterna- of becoming what LBC has
title of their band.
The boys began their career tive/rock station QlOl in Chicago become and more, Krier says,
"just do it from your heart and be
playing in small clubs, handing began airing their songs.
"This is our love," Schultejann honest."
out flyers and free cassettes, and

Student Action Team will focus on university budget this year
By John Chambers
ST UDENT GOVERNMENT EDIT OR

This year, the Student Action Team will
do its part to revive the suffering university budget, itself a casualty of a poor
state budget.
The team takes students to Springfield
to speak to lawmakers about issues affecting them and the university, said Marty
Ruhaak, student vice president for public
affairs and chair of the Student Action
Team.
Ruhaak, who has been a member of the
team for three years, said the team
pushed for such past issues as increases
in teacher salaries and money for campus
capital development, but this year the
team will focus on the university budget.

"I think the number one priority is trying to secure enough money," he said.
"That's our number one goal."
Legislators decide the amount of money
in the university budget, so students will
have the opportunity to push for more
money budgeted to the university, Ruhaak
said.
"You (students) meet the people that are
actually making the laws for you," he said.
"I think that's a great opportunity."
He said the team will likely lobby in
October and next semester when the state
budget is approved.
"Any student is more than welcome to
jump on the bus and go to Springfield with
us, he said. "Whatever you want to lobby
on, it's allowed."
He said besides the benefit of speaking

-~~,.
.....

<>•>~~

"Any student is more than
welcome to jump on the bus
and go to Springfield.
Whatever you want to lobby
on, it's allowed."
-Marty Ruhaak

with legislators, students can list the team
on their resumes and lobbying is one
effort students are making to benefit their
school.
More students will be approved to the
team under the consent agenda at the

Student Senate meeting this week.
Students joining the team will not be
required to attend every trip to lobby in
Springfield.
"You kind of have to see what days are
good for you. You won't be kicked off the
team if you can't make a day," Ruhaak
said. "You're a student first."
Students involved also meet with Jill
Nilsen, vice president for external relations, who joins the students on trips to
Springfield.
The team currently has 25 members.
This Friday is the last day to join before it
starts to organize to lobby, but students
interested can speak with Rubaak in the
Student Activities Office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union after
this week.

c./Uarty's

Double Cheeseburger wI
Fries or onion rin~

$4 Pitchers $ Z. 99

(MlllPr Lite, MGD, lelnie Ambe
$ l •75 Bottles ALL!
$2.00 Bottles ALL

s.!fi/lj---
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Abigail Alford, a senior speech communication major, Rachel Atwood, a senior speech communication
major, and John Atandoe, a freshman undeclared major, come over from tailgating to see the lucky
Boys Confusion concert Saturday night.
Adam Krier,
lucky Boys
Confusion guitarist, plays at
the pre-game

concert
Saturday.
University
Board set up a
stage alongside

taigaters that
afternoon.

OAN LEE / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Charfie Gurtler, a junior finance major, and John Finn, a senior elementary
education major, play a game of "Bags" at the pre-game tailgate party
Saturday afternoon behind O'Brien Stadium.
DA N LEE/STAFF PHOTOGR APHER

Remember your first
attempts at management?
Can you ge4t that on a
7:15

resume?

7:00

Create a Management Resume for
Job Fairl
Tuesday# Sept_ 24, 7:00 pm
Lumpkin Hall Compu1"er Lab 1011

Bring a Diskl
Career ServJ.ees. Rm. 3040 SSB. !581-2412
www .Jobsrv. e.fu .e.du
The four Ftllhn PGfS
Delly 4:00 f:SO 9:'5
TJllJPICI R
Daffy 4:151:00 t.30

Stllting Harvwd PG13
Dlity •:30 S:.O 9:00
Thi Bll'Dlt Slltlrt R
Daily 4:50 7:20 8:50

*

BllRltic: E~ va. Seo1W R
Diiiy 5:1S 7:4510:00

lly 8'g Flt OfMk Wedding PG

*
*
*

Diiiy 4:40 7:10 8:40
a.t.lhop PG13

°'1lly 5:00 7:30 9:55
PG1S
Dlfty 5:30 8:00

~

lbt.~M*"A
~ Offl!U Avaftlblt
•tiny Box Ofnce or onh

•www.ktruottynm

Now You're Legal
Love,

Shauna & Jamie

Advertise in the DEN!

*

*

JoB FAIR rIPS
Research companies and job
opportunities
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
Dress Professionally
Bring several copies of your
resume
Plan to visit job fair in the
morning. Some recruiters
leave eariy
Get business cards to write
Thank you notes
Don•t carry a backpack. Put
resumes in a portfolio

Career Day/Job Fair
9/25/02 9:30 am-2:30 pm
University Union Ballrooms
ar... 5eNlod. ltm. . . . s:sa, 91-241l

~-

Well Drinks

UV Vodka
Doubles
Coors Light
Pitchers
$3 Chicken Sandwich
w/ Fries or Fried Chips
Visa/Mast.

ATM

Write for the DEN!
Call Jamie or
~rat 581-2812
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Harold named Miss America

Lawmakers near
resolution on Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) - Lawmakers
are close to giving President Bush the
congressional authorization he wants to
take on Saddam Hussein, saying they will
limit the mandate to Iraq to satisfy
Democrats' unease about Bush's request
to restore security to the whole region.
On Sunday's television talk shows,
Democrats also said Bush needs to more
aggressively explain his plans in order to
win domestic and international support
for any action.
The administration has proposed a resolution that would authorize the president "to use all means that he determines
to be appropriate, including force, in
order to ... defend the national security
interests of the United States against the
threat posed by Iraq, and restore international peace and security in the region."
"It's much too broad; there's no limit at
all on presidential powers," said Sen. Carl
Levin , chairman of the Senate Armed
Services ~omm.ittee.

Feltt:

Mooting will take place
to look at pictures of
possible suspects
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

However, Feltt has not been
updated on the status of the fund.
Feltt also plans to meet with university police to look at pictures of
possible suspects.
Adam Due, chief public safety
officer, was unavailable for comment about the possible suspects at
press time.
Last week, he said the university
police identified a few students
they wanted to talk to from a group
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"There needs to be some changes ... it's
not even limited to Iraq," Levin, D-Mich.,
said on "Fox News Sunday."
Bush wants the U.N. Security Council
to enforce bans on weapons of mass
destruction against Iraq. The United
States believes Iraq is stockpiling deadly
chemical and biological weapons, and is
rebuilding its nuclear weapons program.
Sen. .Joseph Biden, chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
said keeping •region" in the resolution
would set too broad a precedent.
The administration is amenable to
change, and "I predict that won't be the
language," Biden, D-Del., told CNN's
"Late Edition."
Some Republicans sympathized with
the need to contain the language. "These
are very, very important definitions,
because it will guide the president and
this nation probably into war," Sen. Chuck
Hagel, R-Neb., said OD ABC's "This
Week."

visiting campus the night of the
attack.
"I'm delighted that (Feltt) is able
to come back. I know he is happy
and anxious to come back,"
Ringuette said. "He's been through
a lot of trauma, and I think this is a
good step."
Feltt was attacked by six to eight
men on Aug. 27 at 1:50 am. on the
southwest comer of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
He was admitted to Sa.rah Bush
Lincoln Health Center and
released on Sept. 2.
He checked into Good Samaritan
Hospital in Vmcennes, Ind. in critical condition a day later, where he
was treated for a brain hemorrhage, a sinus infection and a skull
fracture. He was released Sept. 12.

1

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) - Miss
Illinois Erika Harold, who put Harvard
University law school on bold so she could
compete in the Miss America Pageant, won
it Saturday.
Harold, 22, an opera singer from Urbana,
Ill., wowed judges with "Habanera," an aria
from the opera "Carmen." and performed
ably on a newly-added contemporary culture
pop quiz given to the five finalists.
She gasped, covered her mouth and bent
her knees in disbelief when her name was
announced and then ducked her head to
receive the crown from outgoing Miss
America Katie Harman.
Miss Alabama Scarlotte Deupree was first
runner-up; Miss Oklahoma Casey Preslar was
second runner-up; Miss Nevada Thresa Benitez
was third runner-up; and Miss Maryland
Camille Lewis rounded out the finalists.
Harold, a University of Illinois graduate
who wants to practice public policy law and
run for national office someday, was supposed to start at Harvard this fall. She
delayed her enrollment after winning her
state pageant and a shot at Miss America.
If nothing else, the year with the crown
will help her pay tuition: She earned a
$50,000 scholarship for winning Saturday
night, and thousands more in her state crown

Olympics:

Meeting:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

Information point of mooting

"I volunteered to have fun," Walk said. "(This
event) is pretty neat. It's very nice.''
Larry Smith, a Mattoon native and Eastern
alumnus, was this year's special guest.
Smith is now a sports anchor on CNN
Headline News, but he returns to Mattoon
for his Celebrity Golf Classic each June and
will be at Eastern during this year's
Homecoming to receive a Distinguished
Alumni Award.
Smith walked around the grounds of the festi·
val to give prizes to Olympians and sign autographs.
"I get the chance to come back a few times
a year, but not for something this special,"
he said. "There's a lot of love here, and it
feels good to be a part of that in some small
way."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

with IBHE executive director Daniel LaVista
and other officers, Nilsen said.
"This is an information-gathering meeting for
the IBHE and time for the university to present
its needs," Nilsen said.
After the IBHE hears from all the state universities, community colleges and scholarship
programs, it will make its budget recommendations to the governor, probably around
December, Nilsen said. However, LaVista is a
relatively new executive director, Nilsen said,
which may affect the normal timeline.
The meeting is at 1:15 p.m. Monday in the
1895 Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and is open to the entire university.

FALL CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR
Wednesday~ 9/25/02
University Union Ballrooms

Student Attendees will get
a CHANCE at 2 $50 Dining
Dollar giveaways!

UB Homecoming

..

Hnm.eOO~
·how

Llfc1'.;;
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9/24 • Fun Games &
Activities Apps due
•Window Painting
Apps due
•Overall Mtg with
RSO's 9:30 pm
ArcfTusc. Rm
9/25 • Parade Mtg
w/RSO's &
Police , 9:30 pm
Eff. Rm

For more
info call
581-5117

Visit with over 80
employers!

Internships

&
Full-Time
Positions

and Miss America preliminaries.
She plans to fight youth violence during
her national speaking tour as Miss America.
She said she was bullied as a child and hopes
that she can help bullying victims break
their silence by showing them it even happened to a Miss America.
'
"I want kids to be able to break that culture
of silence that makes kids feel so ashamed,"
she said.
But she has other goals, too.
"As Miss America I hope to really define
what Miss America is rather than spending
my time defending the organization," she
said.
The pageant has had a rocky year topped
by a controversy over topless photos that
threatened to place two North Carolinas in
the pageant. The former Miss America CEO
also threatened to move the pageant from
Atlantic City unless state and city leaders
promised new subsidies.
Harold said she is a minority Miss
America who fills out 'other' on Census
forms. Her mother is part black, part
American Indian, and part Russian and her
father's ethnic background is Greek,
German, Welsh, and English.
"I don't like to label myself. So I wouldn't
choose one label," she said.

Career Services, Rm 3040 SSBJ 581-2412

www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
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CLASSIFIED ADVERT ISING
HELP

WANTED

MODELS NEEDED. Male or
Female
models
for
painting/drawing classes for Fall
2002 semester To apply, come
to the Art Office, 300 Lawson
Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./23
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH YOUR
JOB? learn to earn lncomoe from
your home! Training $500$1500/moPT,
$2000$7000/moFR.
Free
info.
www.cre8newlife.com 888-3738228
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9123
RESORT & GOLF INTERNSHIPS. Orlando, Fl; Myrtle
Beach & Hilton Head Island.
SC. Now Hiring for winter and
spring positions. Take a
semester off and learn about
the hospitality Industry in
sunny resort locations! Receive
a certificate from the largest
hospitality training company in
the United States. Fully furnished housing, stipend and
transportation provided. 3-6
month internships. View our
website
at
www.AmencanHospitalityAcad
call
emy.com
and
888.859.5293 for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9124
ACCOUNTING MAJORS. Parttime & Full-time for local printing company.
Capable to
work in all aspects of
Accounts Receivable/Payable.
Candidate
must
possess
strong communication skills,
have a PC background and
experience with accounting
software.
Duties will also
Include payroll. Apply in person at· SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION INC. 5955 Park Dnve
Charleston. IL. For directions
call 217-345-9194.
9124
GRAPHIC ARTISTS. Part-time
& Full-time for local printing
company
Must possess
knowledge
of Illustrator,
Quark.
and
PhotoShop.
Apply
in
person
at:
SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. 5955 Park Drive
Charleston, IL. For directions
call
217-345-9194
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9124
WANTED:
Babysitter
for
weekday nights from approximately 10:30pm to 7:30am.
Great for night owls. Reliable
transportation Is a must.
Please call 234.4830 and
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./26

HELP

WANTED

Part-Time up to $14.95 HR.
Repairing Mailings, flexible
hours, no selling, call 626821-4035,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/27
Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. local
positions.
1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9
, /23
Be a part of the action at the
Dally Eastern News. We need
reliable people to do circulation in the mornings. Great
payl Come to Buzzard Rm.
1802. ASAP.

_________00

FOR

RENT

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
SPRING, 3 BR. furnished apts.
Call Kim 346.3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
New Large 1 BR Apt. All appliances, including W/D: trash
included. Available Oct 1. Call
348-6682
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9125
large 1 or 2 BR Apt off
Charleston Square. $495/mo
Includes heat, water, trash pickup, appliances. No pets. 3452617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/27
Available NOW or 2nd semester.
Vacancies must go! Rentals for 15 persons. Mal<e an offer and
watch the landlord squirm! 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood.
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm
apt.
Stove,
refrigerator
Included. Washer and dryer
hook up. $450 per month.
345-2467.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom house, 10 month lease.
available
1mmed1ately.
Washer/dryer. off street parking.
348-0712
00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCWDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
_________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR. 2 bath
large apts. DSL Internet, W/D
Included.
$225-$250/person.
348-1067.

_________oo

FOR

RENT

FOR

All GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner. 111
2nd st. Right next to park
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 3485427

_________oo

NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS.
RENT AS LOW AS $250/PERSON FURNISHED. SUPER
LOW UTILITIES. 345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D,
water and trash included.
$225 each, 3 people. Available
June 1st. Not close to campus. 232-0656.

_________oo

leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
walking distance to Eastern. Call
348-000S
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002·
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
LOCATED
APARTMENTS
NEXT TO THE BUZZARD
RECENTLY
BUILDING.
RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 3480157
OR
581-3681
or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 BR UNF. APT. WI STOVE.
REFRIG. AC, LAUNDRY IN
COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305
18th ST $395 MO. SINGLE/
$460 2 ADULTS. PH 3487746.
_________
oo
For Rent 1.2. and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.

_oo

NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. 'llery close to campus, low
utilities. 10 month lease. 3455048.
00
1.2.&3 BDRM APTS. OLOTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG.
DISHWASHER.
CATHEDRAL
MICROWAVE,
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
EACH
ROOM,
IN
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746

_________oo
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5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAJN-2 BATH LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM,
KITCHEN,
STOVE,
REFRIG.1520 9th ST. PH. 348·
7746
_________
oo
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 20031 LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space. swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

F OR

ACROSS
1Settlement
7Seasons
13 Big change
15 Chivalrous
16 Baton twirler,
maybe
17 Grand finale?
18 " ... provoked
with raging
_'': Snal<.
19 Like a blind
spot?
21 Chess champi·
on of 1960-61
22 Go (through)
24 "Get a move
on!"
25Carry on
26Foofaraw

Name:
Address: ---------------~
Phone: _ _ _ __ Student: 0 Yes 0 No
----------------~

Under classification of: ---------Expiration code (office use only}: _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due;$_ __
Payment:
Check No._ _

SALE

FOR SALE: 4 Cardinals vs.
Diamondbacks tickets for
9/25. Make offer. Proceeds
go to charity. Call Cliff: 5816567
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./23
Pentium 133, 16 MB Ram, 4 6B
HOD, Win 95, 28.8 Modem, Office
97, Much more software. HP
Deskjet 672C Printer, 14" Monitor.
$200 OBO. Call 581-7245. Iv
msg.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!24

Playstation. 2 controllers. 11
games, 360 Block memory card.
$200 OBO. Call 581-7245, Iv
msg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
1991 Checy Caviler. Runs good.
200K $800 obo. Call 234-3952
After4pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
REAL ESTATE CHARLESTON:
Charming
5
BR. newly
remodeled.
old part of
Charleston.
New
furnace/AC/Wiring, l.5 bath.
$62,500. PH. 345-9665.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES.
CLUBS,
STUDENT
GROUPS:Eam $1000-$2000 this
semester
with
a
proven
CampusFundraiser
3
hour
fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraislng easy with no
risks.
Fundraising dates are
fillling quickly. so get with the program!
It
works.
Contact
CampusFundraiser at 888-9233238, or visit: www.campusfundraiser.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/26
Come In at Z's Hair Design for a
trendy new hairstyle. Haircut,
shampoo and style $5. Men's
haircuts $12. Highlights range
from $40-$50. Cut, shampoo, and
style included with highhghts.
Brow and facial waxing $5 each.
Many more services offered. For
appointment call Nikki at 3455451. located just north of Post
Office at 212 6th Street,
Charleston. We offer Paul
Mitchell. Graham Webb, and
American Crew products.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9127
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One
Company!
Travel with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS, the most successful
Acapulco Spring Break company
ever, & you will never want to use
a different Spring Break company agam! Sign up by Nov. 1 & get
over $100 in food & merchandise
FREE.
800.875.4525.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Travel
FREE-ask howl!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1111

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica. Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1-800-234-7007 endlesssummertours.com

Congratulations Megan Mead of
SIGMA KAPPA on your engagement to Steve Backer! Your sisters are so proud!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23

A NNO UNCEMENTS
Parents weekend openings at
Days Inn for Sept. 27&28.
Minimum of 2 nights. Cati 3457689
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9124

28 Besmirch
29 Hollered
30 Middle of the
road?
33 Semi-service
station
34 To a degree
38 Hen:t. and
June s friend in
"Henry &
June"
39 Hupmobile
contemporary
40 Sticky stuff
42"
ain't
broke ... "
43Heart of
France
45Watchdog
org ?
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CLIPS

CHI ALPHA CAMPUS. BIBLE STUDY. Every Monday in the Scharear
Room of the Union at 7pm. Take the stairs up past tthe food court. Join
us to study God's word! Bible study led by Pastor Claude Magee.
Questions? Call 581 -3753
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY. Christian Bible Study. Monday September 23
from 1-1:50 in the Food Court of the Union. Everyone is invited. We're
going through the book of Marl<.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CAMPUS CHAPTER. General meeting on
Monday. September 23 at 8pm in the Effingham Room of the Union.
Everyone 1s welcome to attend.
PRSSA. Meeting on Monday September 23 at 6pm tn the Paris Room
of the Union. Guest speaker Mandy Roesch, Marketing for Champaign
County Chamber of Commerce.

No. 1228

Edited by Will Shortz
46 Make go
"vroom"
47 Gavetoo
much
49 Street shader
50 Unseen troublemaker
52 Pogo of the
funnies
54 Not good, as
ideas go
55 Unseen part of
the moon
56 Instant, in a
phrase
57 It's a bore

DOWN
1 Venomous, as
a snake
201d twowheeler
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 3Nurse
4 900-plus-mile
Volga t eeder
5 Cold war
group
6 Where seconds count
7 rnmois birth. place of
Wilham
Jerin ngs Bryan
8 Made a case
for
9 U.N arm
..........._.........,~, 10 Team leader

Dates to run: -------------Ad to read:

-~~~~~~~-12/16

CAMPUS

PERSONALS

Crossword

Classified ad form

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENT

2

3

4

s

13

54

11 Ready to spit
bullets
12 Like frne coifs
14 Warm-up
15 Provoked
20 Place for a pis·
tol
23 ~Eureka!"
25 News summanes
27 Big dos
29 Buddy-;!?ud.dy

31 G ant syllable
32
Put
Marshmallow
Man
34 llot spot
35 1..east worldly
36 Snags, so to
speak
3''Rule out
33 It operates by
compression
it1 ;falK too rnuat:t.

43 S ncier profiled
1n ·Sweet
Dreams"
44Settle
47 Down at the
mouth
48
Maar
{Picasso sub1ect
51 Li Io' me?
53Compass
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WOMENS SOCCER

Two losses
leave team
high and dry
in Colorado
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CAITLIN BULLI S I ASSOCIATE PHOT O EDITOR

Women wipe up competition
The Eastern womens rugby team won 48-0 over Miami of Ohio Saturday at Eastern. The Panthers are now 3-0 for the season.

By Matthew Stevens

CROSS COUNTRY

STAFF WR ITER

Men, women win EIU Invite

The Eastern women's soccer team suffered two
disappointing losses in its games while competing
in the Colorado Tournament this weekend in
Boulder, Colo.
The Panthers will be limping home with a 2-5-1
record but have to be the most confident under
.500 team in the nation.
"I have all the confidence in the world that wins
are just around the corner," said head coach Steve
Ballard.
Eastern opened the tournament against the host
Colorado Buffaloes and played an uninspired first
half of soccer that dug the Panthers in a 2-1 hole at
halftime.
The Panther squad was outshot 10-2 in the opening half but Eastern keeper Tiffany Groene was
only forced to make two saves to keep her team in
the game.
The Buffaloes got on the board first with forward Nicolle Taylor feeding the ball to freshman
midfielder Kimberlay Lambarty who recorded her
goal of the season.
Three minutes later, Eastern responded with
captain Cara LeMaster beating Buffaloes keeper
Jeanne Rankin.
With that goal, LeMa1>ter is currently tied for the
team lead in goals with three.
"Cara has given her full effort all year long and
more players are starting to follow her lead,'' said
Ballard.
Colorado midfielder Neda Taylor became the
second freshman to find the net late in the first
half.
Eastern controlled the ball for the first 25 minutes of the game but couldn't convert on that ball
domination.
Late in the second half, sophomore Ellen
Falendar gave the Buffaloes a two-goal lead and
forced the Panthers to attack without abandon.
"I felt we had total control of the match until that
point," said Ballard.
Midfielder Fran Munneley scored an long run
after Eastern had brought most of its players
upward. Munneley became the third and final
freshman to record a goal against the Panther
defense.
"(Colorado) is a very good team, we put in a good
effort and controlled the ball but their keeper
made timely saves," Ballard said.
Eastern then worked to earn a decision in the
Rocky Mountain state against the mile High city.
The Panthers came heartbreakingly close to upsetting the No. 21-ranked Denver Pioneers, but fell 43 in overtime. The Pioneers scored the game-tying
goal with six seconds left in the second half.
Eastern was once again down 2-0 at halftime but
came out of the locker room and scored three
unanswered goals to take a 3-2 lead and played
solid defense when one of the best scoring team in
the nation made a late run to tie the score.
This upset would have been Eastem's first win
against a ranked opponent and outplayed the
Pioneers for about 89 minutes of the game.
"That was the most exciting game of the tournament and we possibly played our best game of the
year," Ballard said.

+ Homen place five in top 10 finishers, men
place nine of 10 in top spots
By Matt Melnhelt
ASSO CI ATE SP ORTS EOITOR

Both of Eastern's cross country teams nearly swept
the EIU Cross Country Open Saturday.
The Panther women had all of their top five finish in
the top 10, while the men's team missed a clean sweep
in the top five by just one spot.
"We had a pretty solid day for the men, which I had
figured going into it," Eastern head coach John
Mcinerney said. "On the men's side we were real
pleased with how we got after it."
In the men's 8,000-meter event, only Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville's Brian Taghon prevented
Eastern from claiming all of the top spots with a
fourth-place finish. Taghon beat Eastern freshman
Jake Stout and junior Jackson Johnson by less than 5
seconds. Taghon finished with a time of 25:54.20 followed by Stout 25:56.80 and Johnson 25:58. 60.
Kyle O'Brien claimed first place for Eastern with
a time of 24 :55.70, while Dan Mackey and Jeff
Jonaitis were separated by just half a second for second place with times of 25:27.40 and 25:27.90 respectively.
"They actually latched onto each other," Mcinerney
said. "They used each other and helped each other out."
The women's team was just as dominant in the 5,000·
meter run. A pair of sophomores finished No. 1 and No.
2 for the Panthers.
Angie Simone finished first with a time of 18:28.70
followed by Krissy Peters in 18:36.44.
A pair of freshmen (Deb Tygrett and Lizette
Ruvalcaba) came in fifth and sixth less then 30 seconds
after Simone. Tygrett finished in 18:47.67 and
Ruvalcaba turned in a time of 18:58. 35
Mcinerney was pleased with the way the young runners performed Saturday.
"That is pretty exciting," Mcinerney said. "One of
our best runners, Stephanie Bone is just a sophomore,
but she is out with an injury so we are pretty excited
about when she will be able to come back," Mcinerney
said.

NATE BLOOMQUIST I STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kyle O'Brien and Dan Mackey, both seniors, run In the EJU Invite at
the Panther TI'all Satwday.

Luck runs out for Bears against Saints
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Instead of fading away after falling into a 20-point
hole, the New Orleans Saints staged a
memorable comeback Sunday to stay
unbeaten.
Donte' Stallworth scored on a 29-yard
pass from Aaron Brooks with 1:11 left
and Sammy Knight stopped a last-second Chic go drive with a goal-line
interception as the Saints beat the
Bears 29-23.
Chicago (2-1) had won all 12 previous
games decided by a touchdown or less.
But this time, the Saints won the close
one to go 3-0 for the first time since
1998.
On the winning drive, Brooks had a
14-yard scramble and threw an 11-yard
pass to Joe Horn to get to the Bears 31.

On second down, Stallworth caught the
pass near the sideline, got around
defensive back Reggie Austin and
coasted into the end zone to make it 2723. Brooks then ran in for two points.
The Bears drove to the Saints 18
when Jim Miller hit a 19-yard pass to
Marty Booker and, after using his final
timeout, an 18-yarder to Dez White.
After spiking the ball to stop the clock,
Miller threw into a crowd at the front of
the end zone and Knight intercepted
with 2 seconds remaining.
Trailing 20-0, the Saints got back in
the game by scoring two touchdowns in
58 seconds in the second quarter, the
second after Chicago's Leon Johnson
fumbled a kickoff.
The Saints finally took the lead with

an 84-yard drive opening the second
half. Brooks threw a 24-yard pass to
J erome Pathon and capped the march
with a 5-yard pass to Horn.
Paul Edinger 's third field goal, a 25yarder with 8:47 left, gave the Chicago
the lead 23-21 before Brooks led the
Saints to victory with a seven-play, 73yard drive.
The Bears scored on four straight
first-half possessions - three times
after New Orleans turnovers - to build
the big lead.
Two fumbles recoveries by rookie
Bryan Knight led to field goals of 32
and 25 yards by Edinger. Knight's second recovery came after Brooks raised
his hand as the ball was snapped before
he was ready.

CHAMPAIGN (AP)-The Big Ten season hasn't even started, and defending
league champion Illinois is struggling
big-time.
With Michigan coming to town, the
Illini don't have long to regroup following
Saturday's stunning 38-35 loss Saturday
to San Jose State. the Illini's third nonconference loss in four games.
"We just aren't executing and doing
our job," Illini coach Ron Turner said

after San Jose State's Nick Gilliam kicked
a 37-yard field goal on the final play.
"We're not malting tackles when we
need them; we're not putting pressure on
the quarterback when we need to. We had
our chances to make plays and we're not
making them," Turner said.
"It's not a lack of effort."
The Illini lost despite having 602 yards
of total offense as Jon Beutjer threw for
426 yards and four touchdowns, two to

Aaron Moorehead.
But the Illini's defense was too slow to
stop San Jose St.ate, whose 5-foot-S, 143pound tailback Lamar Ferguson scored
four touchdowns, and whose quarterback Scott Rislov passed for 408 yards.
The Spartans rolled up 517 yards of
offense.
"I hate this. I bate losing," said linebacker Jerry Schumacher. "Our defense
has got to come through and we didn't."

Bumphus earns
OVC 'Offensive
player of the
Illini in hole as Big 10 season approaches
Week' honors
BREN1WOOD, Tunn. (AP) - Freshman tailback
They Bonner of Tunnessee Tech was named the Ohio
Valley Conference's newcomer of the week for his
three-touchdown performance.
Bonner bad a career-best 143 yards and three
touchdowns on 12 carries in helping Tunnessee Tuch
defeat Valparaiso 62-10 Saturday.
Marcus Adams of F.astem Kentucky received
defensive player of the week honors with five tackles, a sack and five quarterback hurries in a victory
over Florida Atlantic.
Will Bwnphus of F.astem Illinois was offensive
player of the week for catching four passes for 129
yards and two touchdowns in over Indiana State.
Tuamrnate Andre Raymond was special teams
player of the week with 194 all-purpose yards,
including 140 on kickoff returns.

Because of technical difficulties, the cartoons
will not run today. They will return Tuesday.
The News is sorry for the inconvenience.
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MEN'S SOCCER

Frustrating times
continue for Panthers
after two losses

STEPHEN HAAS STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Eastern freshman goalkeeper makes a save during Sunday's game against Drury. The Panthers lost and fell to 2-4
on the season.

By Aaron Seidlitz

tally.

STAFF WRITER

In both games Howarth was disappo111ted in the sluggish starts of
his team.
"It's frustrating coming out flat
like we did," Howarth said. "We
played better in the second half,
but we just couldn't get the engine
started in the first half."
Early sloppy play has led to the
past two losses, which has put
Eastern under the .500 mark.
Howarth said a more complete
effort will be necessar}' for the
team to turn their season around in
the Missouri Valley Conference.
Th do that, better play will be
necessary from their upperclassmen.
"We are looking toward our
older players to step up and pick up
the team," Howarth said. "These
players have to be challenged to
make something of their season."
The sharper second half the
Panthers played against Drury is a
positive sign for the team. After
putting up only three shots on goal
against Wisconsin, Eastern was
able to out-shoot Drury in the second half.
Eastern will look for improvement in upcoming games against
IUPU-Fort Wayne and IllinoisChicago.

Frustrating times have started
as the Panthers took two losses
over the weekend.
Eastern dropped to 2-4 with
loses to the University of
Wisconsin Friday and Drury
University Sunday.
In both games, the Panthers fell
behind early, which Panther bead
coach Adam Howarth said was the
biggest disappointment in the
team's play. Digging early holes,
the Panthers were not able to come
back and win.
The Badgers pulled 1-0 abead
after 20 minutes of scoreless
action. After they took the lead, the
Badgers defense held strong the
entire game limiting Eastern to
just eight shots.
In Sunday's game against Drury,
Eastern again came out flat allowing two first-half goals. Even a
strong second balf could not earn
the Panthers a win, but the strong
effort was encouraging.
Shortly after Eastern scored its
first goal of the game, Wisconsin
answered back and practically
ended the game by scoring another
goal to make the score 3-1. The
Panthers added one more goal, but
they could not tack on the tying

Bloomquist

Forgetting:

Ml B

Panthers didn't live up to
billing in opener

Bumphus makffi a

Nostalgic send-off for Big Red
Machine's old home, but Phillies win

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

senior flanker Will Bumphus on the
play that would ultimately win the
game for Eastern.
On fourth down and one foot,
Eastern offensive coordinator Roy
Wittke called for a play action pass
that sent Bumphus on a route to the
end zone.
"l almost forgot what l was supposed to do," Bumphus said of the
play.
So did the rest of his team.
This game supposed to be more
fun than a walk in Tailgate Park. This
was supposed to be the coming out
party for what is arguably one of the
best Eastern football teams ever
assembled.
But it wasn't.
The only satisfaction Eastern can
get out of Saturday's game was a win
and it narrowly escaped with that.
It's things like these that will drive
Spoo's hair from white to non-existent.

game-winning
catch
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The play didn't surprise
Indiana State head coach Tim
McGuire
"l told the safeties and corners they're gonna throw it.''
he said. "They want to stick
the knife in you."
The play put Eastern ahead
26-12 - the game's biggest
lead.
Senior quarterback Julian
Reese led the Indiana State
offense as he scored the
Sycamores first touchdown
on a 15-yard run in the third
quarter. He threw for another
touchdown late in the fourth
quarter. Mike Megyesi made
two field goals from 26 yards
and 34 after missing a 21yarder in the first quarter.
"It was a win - it was ugly,
but we got it done," Spoo said.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Rose and Morgan, Bench
and Perez, Seaver and Browning, the Nasty Boys
and the Big Red Machine.
Nostalgia washed over the Cincinnati Reds as
they closed their '70s-era ballpark Sunday with a
wave of feel-good memories and another realitycheck loss.
The Philadelphia Phillies held on for a 4-3 victory,
giving them a sweep of the final series at Cinergy
Field. Not even a start by 37-year-<>ld Jose Rijo could
close it out on an upbeat note.
The ballpark opened with a loss in 1970 as
Riverfront Stadium and closed with another Joss
under a different name.
"There was so much history and tradition here,
you wanted to go out and win it," said Ken Griffey
Jr., who was 0-for-11 in the series. "We just didn't do
it. When you see all the guys who came before us
walking around the stadium and doing all the fun
things, that means something."
After Thdd Walker grounded out to second base to
end an era, the Reds introduced 52 luminaries from
their Riverfront days on the field. Missing was Pete
Rose, who got record-setting bit No. 4,192 at the sta-

dium in 1985 but is banned from baseball for life for
gambling.
He wasn't forgotten by the crowd or his contemporaries.
Tum Browning, who pitched a perfect game here
in 1988, got a can of red spray paint and put Rose's
No. 14 on the mound after the game. The crowd of
40,964 chanted "Pete! Pete!" as home plate was dug
up and driven next door to Great American Ball

Park.
Rose is supposed to play in a celebrity softball
game at Cinergy on Monday.
"You could sense the crowd wanted some sort of
acknowledgment of Pete, so I went and got some
spray paint," Browning said. "He's going to be here
tomorrow, but it would have been nice today to see
him be a part of this. l don't think it would have
taken too much to get him to be part of this."
The Reds asked baseball for permission to
include Rose in the ceremonies, but were turned
down. Chief operating officer John Allen said the
club would have faced major penalties, such as a
fine, firings or loss of draft picks, if it had defied
baseball and included Rose.

NOVEL WOMEN'S DRESS CASUAL
•BROWN & BLACK•
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FOR INDIANA STATE THERE WAS ...

No moral victory here
By Matt Meinhelt
ASS OCI ATE SPORTS EDIT OR

STEPHEN HAAS/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Eastem's J.R. Taylor was one of many weapons Indiana State struggled to
contain in a 26-19 Eastern win over the Sycamores Saturday at O'Brien
Stadium. Taylor carried the ball 22 times for 142 yards.

In Eastern's first two games of
the season, the Panthers walked
away with two lopsided losses, but
a feeling of accomplishment.
In their losses against Hawaii
and Kansas State, Eastern felt that
it had won a moral victory by competing with a larger program.
Indiana State cannot say the
same thing after Eastern won 26-19
Saturday. For a team that has now
lost to Eastern in seven consecutive games their was no moral victory.
"Some guys are tearing up, some
guys are pissed off and some guys
don't want to experience this anymore," Indiana State head coach
Tim McGuire said.
Saturday's game proved to be
excedingly frustrating to the
Sycamores since they feel that

they should have won the game.
The Sycamores failed to convert
on two scoring opportunities on
their first two possesions. On their
first possession, senior kicker
Mike Megyesi missed a routine 21yard field goal attempt, but their
second possession was an even bigger dissapointment.
On
third-and-goal
from
Eastern's three-yard line, red-shirt
freshman tight end Matt Beste did
not have defender within five
yards of him when he dropped a
would be touchdown pass. On the
following play, Eastern junior linebacker Jacob Maurer recovered a
fumble forced by junior defensive
end Alex Schmink on Sycamores
senior quarterback Julian Reese.
After getting inside the
Panther's five-yard line in both of
their first two possessions, Indiana
State still did not have any points
on the scoreboard.

The dropped touchdown pass
was particularly crucial, because
with that touchdown and an extra
point conversion Indiana State
would have tied Eastern with 26.
Indiana State had revenge in
their minds going into the game.
The Sycamores were anxious to
avenge a 44-14 loss at O'Brien
Stadium last year.
"They laughed at us last year,"
McGuire said. "That might have
pissed off our kids a little.''
Despite not being able to earn
the win, McGuire was not completely dissapointed with his team.
He was pleased with how well his
team played with Eastern.
"They're a good football team,"
McGuire said. "They're 0-2 and are
still No. 13 in the country. One of
(Eastern's) public relations guys
told us this is probably their best
team. So we played their best team
pretty good."

Eastern Hall of Fame adds nine
By Matt Meinheit
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Eastern has nine new members to its
athletic department Hall of Fame.
The new hall-of-famers were inducted at a brunch ceremony Saturday and
were celebrated during halftime of
Saturday's Indiana State game.
The nine new members include: Toni
Ababio (Track, class of '76), Roy Banks
(Football, class of '87), Rick Livesey
(Cross Country/Track, class of '75), Jim
Maton (Track, class of '88), Jon
Mayfield (Swimming, class of '75), Roy
McElroy (Football, class of '95), Robin
Smith
Dougherty
(Cross
Country/Track, class of '80), Mary
Tiegs-Hoyer (Softball, class of '84) and
Midge Seaman Wallace (Cheer Team,
class of '54).
"It's really special," McElroy said.
"I'm very humble and very honored.
It's just a real special accomplishment.
You get here and see all the people up
on the wall and you say, 'one day I want
that to be me.'"
McElroy played cornerback for
Eastern and was a Third Team
Associated Press All-American in
1994. He was also a member of the

1991 league champion 400-meter relay
team. He was a fourth round draft
choice by the Indianapolis Colts were
he played for four seasons and then
played with the Chicago Bears and
Detroit Lions.
Banks was impressed with the
improvements that Eastern has undergone since he attended Eastern.
"A lot has changed since the last time
I was here," Banks said. "The stadium
and city look beautiful. They have made
a lot of improvements."
Banks holds more receiving records
than any player in Eastern school history. He was also drafted by the Colts, but
seven years before McElroy.
Banks and McElroy did not have to
wait as long as Wallace did to be inducted. Wallace had to wait nearly a half
century before she was elected into the
hall of fame.
She was a four-year member of
Eastern's cheer team and captain her
senior year. She was also a four-year
member of the Women's Athletic
Association. Now she is serving as a
member of the Governor's Council on
Health and Physical Fitness.
When she was asked if she thought
she would have been inducted into the

r-------------•
We lcome Back Eastern Stude nts

I

hall of fame she quickly replied, "heaven's no!"
"I think that those girls (gesturing to
Dougherty and Tiegs-Hoyer) deserve it
more," Wallace said.
+ OVC record broken: Senior quarterback Tony Romo's 23-yard touchdown
pass to Will Bumphus in the second
quarter was Romo's 57th career TD
pass, breaking an OVC record. Romo
trails Eastern record holder Sean
Payton by 16.
• A few steps quicker: Eastern junior
linebacker Jacob Mauer said he may
have reason to work on running after he
recovered a fumble in the second quarter of Saturday's game.
He returned the ball 34 yards from
Eastern's 8-yard line.
"The ball came out there right in
front of me and I picked it up," Mauer
said. "U I weren't so slow that would've
been a touchdown. I know I'll hear
about it from all the guys in our next
practice."
• Career-high: Senior flanker Will
Bumphus set a career-high with four
catches for 129 yards and two touchdowns.
"I just run and catch the ball," he
said. "So I was just doing my job.''

STEPHEN HAAS/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Midge Seaman Wallace steps forward as her name is
called during a halftime ceremony for Eastem's nine
new inductees to the athletic Hall of Fame.
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Panther sports calendar
Volleyball vs. IUPU-lnd!anap0!1s 7 p.m. l11ntz Anina
Women's soccer vs. E11ansville 3 p.m. lakeside Field
Volleyball at Murray State
7 p.m.
Cross country at EIU Invite
RugbV at Ohio State
4 p.m.
Men'll soccer at IUPU-Ft. Wayne 6 p.m.
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FOOTBALL

A win worth forgetting
Nate Bloomquist

+Panthers perwlized for
J.10 yards against
Indiana State

SPORTS EDITOR

Football team:
'Lucky Boys
Confusion'
Panther head football coach
Bob Spoo looked like hell when
be walked into the post-game
press conference.
His eyes were fire red and
his cheeks were blushed.
There were almost tears in his
eyes, but there was more than
sadness behind them.
And for most of the 60 minutes in the game against
Indiana State Saturday at
O'Brien Stadium, Spoo's team
looked worse.
The Panthers shoved,
punched and pushed their way
to an unconvincing 26-19 win
Saturday over Indiana State in
a game that was supposed to
be a proving ground.
The only thing Eastern
proved is bow many yellow
flags it can make fly to the
tune of 14 penalties for 130
yards. It gives Spoo plenty to
be cautious about.
"I'm not happy about our
play and I'm not happy about
our discipline," Spoo said.
Infuriated is more like it.
After giving up more than
450 yards of offense in back-toback games against the team
with the No. 1 passing offense
(Hawaii) and the No. 1 rushing
offense (Kansas State) in
Division I-A the Panthers let
the Indiana State offense flow
like the Wabash River through
Terre Haute to the tune of 459
yards. The Sycamores entered
the game averaging only 283
yards of offense per game 70tb among Division I-AA
teams.
There's no way Sycamores'
sprouting offense should've
strutted its stuff Saturday.
Indiana State's running
game is anchored by senior
Soso Dede, who is, as his name
would imply - just so-so.
Instead, senior quarterback
Julian Reese, which via a selffulfilling prophecy looked just
like the Atlanta Falcons
Michael Vick - but with fewer
sacks, ran amuck at the
expense of Eastern's defense.
On Wednesday, Spoo compared the Gateway Conference
Offensive Player of the Week
to Vick and Reese didn't miss a
beat He carried the ball 21
times for 115 yards and one
touchdown while throwing for
another and completing 16 of
26 passes for 281 yards with no
interceptions.
Panther senior quarterback
'lbny Romo led an offense that
could be confused with Lucky
Boys Confusion.
Eastern was lucky to have a
14-0 lead at the half after
Indiana State missed a chip
shot 21-yard field goal and
fumbled the ball inside the
Panthers' 10-yard line.
This year's Panther football
team stole a page from the
Chicago Bears playbook:
they're luckier than they are
good.
The Panther offense
could've easily been confused
because the Panthers had more
formations and plays than tailgaters in the parking lot
Eastern nearly confuse
SEE BLOOMQUIST •
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By Nata Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR
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Junior linebacker Jacob Mauer Oeft) and senior offensive guard Kevin Hill celebrate after Mauer recovered a
fumble during the second quarter of Saturday's 26-19 win over Indiana State at O'Brien Stadium. It was the
Panthers first win of the season.

Under normal circumstances,
the first win of the season is cause
for celebration. But there was
nothing normal about Eastern's 2619 win over Indiana State Saturday
at O'Brien Stadium.
Eastern was plagued with penal·
ties to the tune of 14 for 130 yards.
The Sycamores had eight penalties
for 86 yards.
"I can't remember being this dis·
appointed after a win," Spoo said.
Many of the penalties were personal fouls and unsportsmanlike
conduct.
"Maybe the game is passing me
by, but I just don't understand why
we run off a the mouth,'' Spoo said.
When the yellow flags weren't
flying the Panther offense sputtered while Eastern's defense
flickered on and off like the
postgame fireworks.
Eastern allowed Indiana State to
amass 459 yards of total offense on
70 plays. The Eastern defense
kicked in when the Sycamores
moved inside the 20-yard line.
Neither team scored in the first
quarter, but Eastern drew first
blood in the second period on a 23yard 'lbny Romo to Will Bumphus
pass.
The senior flinker caught four
passes for 129 yards and two
touchdowns mcluding what would
prove to be the game winner.
On fourth-and-one foot in the
fourth quarter at the Indiana State
40, Panther offensive coordinator
Roy Wittke called for a play that
would send Bumphus well beyond
the first down marker.
Tuny Romo threw to Bumphus
on a play action pass route that
nearly took Bumphus and the
Indiana State defense by surprise.
"When my number was called I
almost didn't know what I was
going to do," Bumphus said. "I
thought it was just going to be a
hitch. I couldn't remember the
play."
SEE FORGETTING
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VOLLEYBALL

Panthers stop skid with a split
By Matt Williams
STAFF WRITER

CATILIN BULLIS/ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Senior outside hitter Karen Uss digs the ball during
Sab.rday's 3-1 win over Eastern Kentucky.

A 9:40 a.m practice may have been the
thing to get Eastem's volleyball team out of a
current slide.
After four consecutive losses the Panthers
(6-7,1-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference) put
together a solid team effort to defeat Eastern
Kentucky 31-29, 30-25, 26-30, 30.23 at Lantz
Arena Saturday.
Eastern head coach Brenda Winkeler
thought her team could use a little extra work
before heading into their game against the
Colonels (2-8,1-3) and it seemed to pay off.
"We decided to put a little more time and
effort into that area of the game and I think
that cut down on our errors,'' sophomore outside hitter Erica Gerth said.
The theme of the morning was devoted to
cutting down on service errors and mental
lapses. The Panthers had committed double
digit numbers in service errors in their previous five matches.
Once the match started, Wmkeler decided
not to do anything but focus on getting the
ball over the net on serves.
"We usually have a part in our game plan for
serving and I skipped over it today," Wmkeler
said. "We didn't even mention the &-word."

The plan worked as the Panthers were able
to come away with just six service errors
against the Colonels.
The Panthers opened the match with a 31·29
win to set the tone. Eastern carried the momentum into the second game by compiling a .350
attacking percentage compared to the Colonels
.188.In the third game, the Panthers let an
early 9-4 lead slip away to fall 26-30.
"The problem we had in game three is that
we had a big stretch of playing poorly,"
Winkeler said. "I told them we needed to
come back and play with confidence and not
to panic."
Eastern came back and focused to talce
game four 30-23.
"We stepped up today and matched their
intensity,'' Wmkeler said. "I think that was
the key for the fourth game."
Gerth and senior outside hitters Karen
Liss and Jemrifer Fisher led the Panthers in
the attack department Gerth and Liss nailed
20 kills apiece while Fisher added 15 with a
team high .343 attack average. Sophomore
setter Lindsay Perkins added 67 assists. Liss
also led a big defensive effort with 28 digs as
the Panthers out-dug the Colonels 86-70. '1t
seemed like our blocking wasn't as on so our
defense had to be on," Fisher said. "We hustled after evecyt.bing."

